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ABSTRACT 

Inclusive charged particle spectra were measured from 

nuclear reactions induced by 156 MeV 6Li on 40ca. At forward angles 

the spectra exhibit broad break-up distributions centered 

around the energy corresponding to the beam velocity. The double 

differential cross sections tagether with previous results for a 
208 Pb target were analyzed in the framework of the DWBA approach 

to projectile break-up taking into account elastic and inelastic 

reactions of the break-up fragments. The high energy tails of 

the background due to preequilibrium emission of complex 

charged particles were estimated on the basis of the coalescence 

model. 

INKLUSIVE AUFBRUCHREAKTIONEN VON 6Li BEI DER EINSCHUSS

ENERGIE VON 26 MeV/NUKLEON 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

Es wurden die inklusiven Energiespektren leichter gelade

ner Teilchen beim Beschuß von 40ca mit 156 MeV 6Li-Ionen 

gemessen. Bei Vorwärtsemissionswinkeln zeigen die Spektren 

breite Verteilungen von Aufbruchfragmenten, deren Energien 

um jene Energien zentriert sind, die der Strahlgeschwindigkeit 

entsprechen. Die gemessenen doppelt-differentiellen Wirkungs

querschnitte wurden zusammen mit früheren Resultaten für 
208 Pb Targets im Rahmen einer DWBA-Aufbruchtheorie analysiert, 

wobei neben elastischen auch inelastische Prozesse berücksichtigt 

werden. Die hochenergetischen Ausläufer der Präequilibriums

emission komplexer geladener Teilchen, die den Untergrund 

unter den Aufbruchskomponenten darstellen, wurden auf der Basis 

des Koaleszenz-Modells abgeschätzt. 





1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently there has been considerable interest in studies of 

the emission of light charged partielas in reactions between two 

complex nuclei 1
). These processes are characterized by rather 

large cross sections and unusual shapes of the energy spectra. 

In addition to complete fusion which leads to formation of a 

campeund nucleus, and to the emission of partielas preceding the 

campeund nucleus equilibration, the break-up of projectiles in the 

nuclear field has been found to be a dominant reaction channel 

accounting for a·significant fraction of the total reaction cross 

t . f 1 . ht d h . . d d t . ' 2 - 11 ) . t . 1 sec 1on o 1g an eavy 10n 1n uce reac 1ons , 1n par 1cu ar 

at energies above 10 MeV/nucleon. Broad peaks centered near energies 

corresponding to the beam velocity signal the occurrence of projectile 

fragmentation. The inclusive spectra are basically interpreted to 

originate from fragments in a spectator role, reflecting the momentrum 

distribution of the fragments in the projectile before the colli-

. V ' ' 1 d 1 4 ' 6 ' 1 2 - 1 6 ) b d ' f tt ' s1on. ar1ous s1mp e mo e s ase on quas1 ree sca er1ng 

mechanisms describe the shapes of the break-up cross sections fairly 

well. However, these models account only for the elastic 

break-up mode and neglect inelastic modes, in particular processes 

in which the unobserved fragment is transferred to the target. 

Such incomplete fusion processes (also known as "absorptive 

break-up", "massive transfer", "internal break-up", "stripping 

to the continuum") have been experimentally found to contribute 

predominantly to the inclusive spectra of the emitted partielas 
17-19) 

. 20-25) Recently several theoret1cal approaches have been 

worked out which provide more realistic descriptions of the experi

mental situation. The DWBA break-up theory as developed by Baur, 

and coworkers 20 - 22 ) based on a one-step break-up mechanism ("spec

tator mechanism") enables calculations of the inelastic break-up 

contributions to the inclusive cross section. This particular theory 

has been proven to be quite successful in describing the break-up 

of deuterons, 3He, a-particles and 9Be (for a review see ref. 2) 

and certainly it is of interest to lock into further cases. 
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There is also another simple mechanism which may contribute 

to the inclusive spectra: inelastic excitation of the projectile 

to continuum states and subsequent decay into fragments. Such a 

"sequential break-up mechanism" seems to be important for deuteron 

break-up reactions at low incident energies on high z target 

nuclei
23

), and for heavy ions 24 ). Tamura, Udagawa and coworkers 25 ) 

have studied the break-up of heavy ions in the framewerk of a 

final state interaction model. 

For studying the general features of break-up mechanisms 

of complex projectiles in the field of a nucleus, 6Li is a 

very interesting and rather unique probe. On one hand 6Li-induced 

nuclear reactions are accessible to a more microscopic under

standing like reactions induced by lighter nuclear probes. On 

the other hand there are features which indicate the transition 

to a behaviour typical for heavy ions. The large probability of 

the weakly bound 6Li (EB = 1.47 MeV) for breaking-up into two 

different fragments and the well-developed cluster structure empha

size just the reaction paths like break-up and transfer. With 

increasing 6Li energy the break-up in the nuclear field competes 

more and more with the Coulomb break-up, and the mechanism tends 

to an immediate fragmentation of the 6Li nucleus into continuum 

states. 

In this paper the role of break-up reactions for the 

understanding of charged particle spectra from 6Li induced 

nuclear reactions is demonstrated. We present the results of sys

tematic measurements of the inclusive double-differential 

cross sections for emission of light charged particles after 

bombarding 40ca by 156 MeV 6Li ions. The bumps areund the beam 

velocity energy dominating the contihuum part of the spectra are 

analyzed in terms of the DWBA break-up theory as formulated by 

Baur, Shyam, Rösel and Trautmann20 - 22 ). However, due to the 

· background from the high energy tail of preequilibrium emission, 

the comparison of the break-up theory and experimental cross 

sections requires an estimate of the contributions from background 

processes. For this the coalescence mode1 26 ) has been invoked. 
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2. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

2.1 Experimental Procedures 

In a series of experiments 6Li ions accelerated to 156 MeV 

by the Karlsruhe Isochronaus Cyclotron were used to bombard 
40

ca targets (thicknesses: 4.5- 10 mg/cm2
). The primary goal 

was to measure the forward angle energy spectra of light 

charged ejectiles (Z ~ 2, A ~ 4) over an energy range extending 

from somewhat above the evaporation peak up to the maximum energy. 

A semiconductor counter telescope was used consisting 

of a 0.3 mm thick ßE surface barrier silicon detector and two 

high purity Ge detectors with thicknesses of 15 mm and 20 mm, 

respectively. Using an additional telescope with a 6 mm thick surface 

barrier silicon E detector additional energy spectra of 3He 

and a particles, particularily at large angles were measured. The 

detector solid angles were about 50 ~sr and the angular resolution 

about 0.3°. Details of the experimental procedures including 

electronics, data handling are described in refs. 17,27,28. 

It was rather important to achieve a well focussed (halo free) 

particle beam as the projectile break-up yield is concentrated 

at forward angles where beam impurity effects would be most 

pronounced. In order to minimize beam halo, the beam was mono

chromized by a 150° analyzing magnet. Using a blank target frame 

it was verified that there was essentially no background down 

to 8°. The contributions from target impurities, in particular from 

oxygen could be estimated by measuring the elastic scattering 

at large angles and by the mass dependence of the break-up 

cross sections (see ref. 7). 

2.2 Charged Particle Spectra 

Differential energy spectra of outgoing protons, deuterons, 

tritons, 3He and a particles were measured over an angular range 

from 9° to about 50°, in some cases up to 90°. Typical spectra 

are displayed in Figs. 1-3. 
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Fig. 1 Inclusive energy spectra of protons and deuterons 

from bombarding 40ca by 156 MeV 6Li ions. 

A more complete compilation of the measured double differential 

cross sections is given elsewhere 29 ). The thresholds at the 

low-energy ends of the spectra are due to the finite thickness of 

the ßE-detector. The most striking features of the spectra can be 

summarized as follows: 

(1) As with other targets 7 , 17 ) broad bumps are seen in each 

spectrum prevailing at forward angles. They are centered at 

energies corresponding approximately to the beam velocity, 

i.e., peaked at E ~ m /mL. • EL., where E , EL., m and mL. 
X X 1 1 X 1 X 1 

are laboratory energies and masses of the observed ejectiles 

x and the incident 6Li particle. The location of the peaks 

is slightly shifted towards lower energies with increasing angles. 
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Inclusive energy spectra of tritons and 3He from 

bombarding 40ca by 156 MeV 6Li ions+) 

(2) The yields vary rapidly with emission angle and fit into 

the systematics and the dependence on mass nurober A of 

the target as established by former studies7 ) • 

(3) In all spectra an underlying continuum due to preequi

librium emission is observed which extends to large 

angles. This background appears to be considerably 

more pronounced for 40ca than for heavier target 

+)The peak on the high energy tail of the 3He spectra, rapidly 

varying in position with increasing angles, is not explained. 
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nuclei and causes difficulties when isolating the break

up contributions. In the proton spectra additional back

ground arises from the tails of the proton evapora-

tion yields. 

In order to estimate total and differential cross sections 

in a consistent manner, we approximated the high energy tails from 

preequilibrium processes linearly and used the high energy halfs of 

the break up bumps in evaluating the differential cross sections. 

The angular distributions appear to be exponentially decreasing 

by da/do=Ce-a 8 • Since the experimental angular distributions are 

not measured for extreme forward angles, the integrated break up 

cross sections aB are somewhat affected by the extrapolation of 

da/d8 to small angles (<9°). However, it is known that the exponential 

shape of the angular distributions holds to angles quite smaller 

than the grazing angle 30 , 17 ) so that the overestimation by 

integrating to e = 0° does most likely not exceed 15%. Table 1 

compiles extracted values*. A total reaction cross section 

value aR = 1.981b results from optical model studies of 

156 MeV 6Li elastic scattering from 40ca 31 ). 

Table 1 

Particle 
observed 

Integrated break-up cross section aB and total 

break-up cross section aT for charged ejectiles 

Target 
Energy __________ lEl ______________ lel _____________________________________ _ 

P· 0.32 0.16 40Ca 

d 0.36 0. 18 
t+ (0.28) (0.14) 156 MeV 
3He 0.08 0.04 1.48* 0.74 

a 0.44 0.22 

+ 
without background correction 

*There might be an overcounting by simply adding the cross sections 
for particles of possibly binary fragmentation events. 
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(4) Compared to the a particle and deuteron cross sections the 
3

He - and triton yields are much weaker. Unexpected shapes 

of the triton energy spectra being more complex than the 
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He spectra are found. In addition to the break-up triton 

component we recognize a further rather broad component, 

at lower energies, also observed with other targets 7 , 17 ). 

Additional measurements have established that the shape of 

the triton component is not the result of particle identification 

problems, slit edge scattering or beam contaminants. By 

comparing the background in the triton and 3He spectra at 

large angles (Fig. 4) we deduce that the "anomalous" low 

energy triton component decreases as rapidly as the other 

component. 

su + 4oca 
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60 

0 
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Energy 

Fig. 4 Comparison of triton and 3He spectra from bombard

ment of 40ca with 156 MeV 6Li 

The features of the broad bumps seen in all forward angle 

spectra are obviously consistent with peripherial fragmentation 

of the projectile in which the cross sections are primarily 

determined by properties of the projectile. 
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3. BREAK-UP THEORY 

One of the most interesting aspects of projectile break-up 

reactions is the question to which extent the observed energy 

distributions of the fragments reflect their momentum distribu

tions in projectile before break-up. The simplest picture of 

the break-up process is to assume that the interaction with 

the target nucleus simply cuts the projectile leaving the fragments 

with the same forward and internal momenta. The energy spectrum 

of each break-up fragment is thus peaked at an energy corresponding 

to the beam velocity when corrected for Coulomb effects. The bell

shaped distributions around the beam velocity reflect the internal 

Fermi momentum distribution. This is just the physical idea of 

plane wave break-up models like the early Serber model 12 ) where the 

break-up cross sections are essentially determined by the square 

l~(p) 12 of the Fourier transform of the relative wave function of 

the constituents (i.e. the probability that the fragment has a 

momentum p in the projectile) and by the available phase space. In 

fact, on this basis break-up reactions of light 4 , 6 , 7 , 14 , 18 ) and 

heavy particles9 , 15 , 16 ) have been considered using several refine

ments and extensions of the quasi-free formulation of the theory 

and the models have been proven to be surprisingly successful. 

In the case of 6Li break-up, e.g., the momentum distributions 

have been found 7 ) to be in agreement with results of quasi-elastic 

knock-out reactions of the type 6Li(p,pu) and 6Li(u,2u). A more 

realistic description of the break-up process, however, requires 

the inclusion of inelastic processes such as target excitation 

and the absorption of the unobserved particle, in addition to 

a correct treatment of the distortion of incoming and outgoing 

waves. Such an approach has been developed by Baur, Shyam, 

Rösel and Trautmann 20- 22 ). Before applying this theory (DWBABT) 

to the experimental data we review briefly the main ingredients 

(see e.g. Ref. 20 for details). 

Using the post interaction form the cross section for the 

elastic break-up reaction a+A + b + x + A is written as 
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where 

T = L i 
IJ.aiJ.biJ.x 

~m~ 
JIJ. 

and 

with ~ = (2~+1) 112 

In eq. (3.1) IJ.a' IJ.b and IJ.x represent the reduced masses of 

particles a, b and x, respectively, and the integration is 

( 3. 1 ) 

( 3. 2) 

( 3 0 3) 

taken over the angles of the unobserved particle x. The quantities 

ga' qb and qx are the momenta of particles a, b and x in the 

initial and final channels. The interaction between b and x 

in a is denoted by Vbx(rbx), and u~(rbx) is the radial part 

of the internal wave function of particle a. The x's denote the 

scattering wave functions of a, b and x generated by appropriate 

optical potentials. The integration over the angles of the 

unobserved particle in eq. (3.1) can be easily performed by 

introducing the partial wave expansion for x(-) (q , R) and 
X X 

using the orthogonality property of the spherical harmonics. 

To simplify the computation of the T-matrix (eq. (3.2)) we 

introduce the zero range approximation. The use of this approximation 

for the reaction being investigated in this paper is less 

justified. However, while realizing the importance of performing 

a full finite range calculation, we would like to remind the 

reader that in our continuum situation quite a lot of values 
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(up to 50 or 60) of transfer angular momenta are involved 

in eq. 3.3. We feel, therefore, that performing a full finite range 

calculation by the standard methods 32 ) may not be feasible at 

the moment. Hence, in this paper we avoid this and rely on the 

zero range approximation, even though it may introduce some 

uncertainties in our calculations. With this approximation 

eq. (3.1) reduces to 

where 

~9, m = 
X X 

* 

where 

9, -9, -9, 
. a b x 
1 e 

- m 
X 

9,x m 19, o><,Q,b o 9, o 19, o> x a x a 

dR Ir 

h 'f f th .th t' 1 d and a,Q,. is the Coulomb phase-s 1 t or e 1 par 1c e, an 

the D
0

1 is the zero range normalization constant. 

( 3. 4) 

( 3. 5) 

( 3. 6) 

Within rather well fulfilled approximations the inelastic 

break-up cross section can be calculated with the matrix elements 

already needed for the elastic break-up as following (see 

Ref. 21 for details), 

d 2a(inel.) J..L qbqx 
reaction 

2 1 2 L 
0)1; 

= (_2S_) D X i"" ""o 2 dr2bd 7f EaEb T 9, m :-'1' 2 m I 
Eb h2 qa 0 

9, m elastic 
a2 X X X X 

X X 

0~lastic 
X 

where and reaction 
the total elastic and the a,Q, are 

X X 
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reaction cross section for the interaction of x with target A. 

The t-matrix ~0 has a form similar to eq. (3.5) with the 
~ m 

X X 
wave function x~ replaced by regular Coulomb function. 

X 

Several values for D have been reported in the literature33 ) 
0 

which were essentially obtained by fitting the experimental data 

for (
6
Li,d) or (d, 6Li) reactions leading to the bound states 

of the residual nuclei, by zero range DWBA calculations. 

In the present calculation for the break-up of 6Li into deuteron 

and a particle we have used a value of -69.9 MeV fm3 / 2 for D
0

• This 

value has been obtained by the usual definition of D
0 

(see eq. 

Ref. 34) as 

D = Lim 
0 p+o 

[G (p)] 

where G(p) is the Fourier transform of the s-wave part 

of Vbx(rbx) u~rbx). The Vbx(rbx) was obtained by assuming a 

Woods-Saxon-Form for the potential between a and deuteron whose 

depth was adjusted to give the correct separation energy for 
6
Li + a + d. The radius and the diffuseness parameter were taken 

to be 0.97 fm and 0.65 fm, respectively. The D
0 

value calculated 

with such a simple method comes out to be surprisingly close 

to the values reported by Plattner et al.
35

) which are obtained 

by using the complicated forward dispersion relations. 

It is interesting to note 36 ) that if plane waves are 

inserted into eq. (3.3) for the particles a and b the break-up 

matrix element can be expressed in terms of the momentum space 

wave function of the particle b inside the nucleus a, thus 

giving the Serber formula 12 ) for the break-up process. 

Quite recently it has been shown by Hüfner and Nemes 37 ) using 

Glauber theory, how the momentum distribution of the fragment 

is related to the Fermi motion. The momentum spectrum of 

the fragment can be related to the single particle momentum 

distribution specifically over the nuclear surface rather 

than the whole nucleus because of absorption. 
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A quite general formulation of the inclusive break-up proces

ses was recently given by Austern and Vincent 38 ) , where the in

clusive cross section is expressed in closed form as a ground 

state expectation value of an optical model propagator for the 

unobserved system. Introducing a peripheral approximation, 

the results presented in this paper are recovered38 ). 

4. COMPARISON OF THE DWBA BREAK-UP THEORY WITH EXPERIMENTS 

The analysis within the framework of the DWBA break-up theory 

requires as prerequisites the optical potentials (given in Table 2) 

for the fragments considered here) and the zero-range normalization 

constant D which characterizes the strength of the interaction 
0 

Vxy between the two cluster fragments (zero momentum component 

of V * cluster wave function). With this input the theory prexy 
dicts several experimental quantities, in particular 

(1) magnitude and shape (energetic position and width of 

the break-up bump) of the break-up cross section, 

which even in zero range approximation still reflects 

somehow the internal momentum distribution but affected 

by the distortion (orbital dispersion) by the optical poten

tials 

(2) the angular distribution 

(3) the ratio of elastic and inelastic break-up processes 

Actually the comparison with the experimental results is hampered 

by the underlying background from preequilibrium emission (which 

we consider to be a different process though, in principle, there 

is a relation to inelastic break-up processes). Obviously, a 

complete understanding of the data requires a description of 

both types of the processes on the same theoretical basis. 

Fig. 5 compares DWBABT calculations of the a particle 

component from the 6Li+ 208Pb reaction at 156 MeV with experimental 
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cross sections given in ref. 7. For heavy target nuclei the 

background appears to be of reduced importance (particularily 

for forward angles). In fact, using a value of D
0 

= -69.3 MeV fm312 

as derived from a 6Li cluster structure calculation (see 

sect. 3), the inclusive break up component at 8L = 12° 

is fairly well reproduced. However, Fig. 5 indicates 

that the experimental break-up yields decrease more 

rapidly with increasing angle than predicted. This may be a 

consequence of the zero range approximation which 

constraints20 ) the form of the intrinsic momentum space 

wave function of 6Li to a Lorentzian shape ~(p) = D /(y 2 + p 2 ) 
0 

where y
2 = 2 m E/~2 with E as the separation energy 

of the a-particle in 6Li. 

Table 2 Optical potentials (Saxon-Woods form) used in the 

analysis of break-up cross sections 

vo 
[MeV] 

wo 
[MeV] 

Ref. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
40Ca 

d 78.7 1.15 0.815 9.76 1.71 0.757 39 

a 126.0 1.221 0.829 18.8 1.666 0.588 40 
6
Li 182.1 1.135 0.943 31.3 1.687 0.844 31 

3
He 113.3 1.19 0.78 18.6 1.676 0.588 41 -----------------------------------------------------------------

208Pb 
-------

d 90.5 1.15 0.755 9.01 1.63 0.626 39 

a 146. 1.222 0.83 17.6 1.565 0.83 42 
6
Li 240. 1.17 0.766 20.0 1.554 1.015 31 

3He 115.0 1.82 0.857 17.2 1.551 0.769 43 -----------------------------------------------------------------

In the limit of a quasi free mechanism the angular distribution 

of the 

value 

angle 

peak cross section, e.g., (corresponding to the minimum m 
p = ___ a_ pL. sin 8 contributing at particular emission 

mL. 1 
8) reiiects the momentum distribution as well as the 

shape of do/dEd8 ("energy sharing distribution") at a fixed 
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Experimental cross 

sections and 

theoretical pre

dictions for 

break-up a par

ticles from 

156 MeV 6Li on 
208Pb 

angle. To the extent to which the distortion does not 

disturb too seriously the spectator picture the observed 

defect of the zero range DWBA description indicates 

the sensitivity to the form of l~(p) 12 . 

Further reasons for the incorrect theoretical description 

of the angular behaviour might be due to the use of optical 

potentials as derived from elastic scattering. The break-up 

itself has a strong effect on the elastic scattering 
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The influence of the strength of the imaginary potential 

on the break-up cross section for the case 
40

ca 

(6Li,t) calculated for 156 MeV 6Li ions on the 

basis of the DWBA break-up theory. 

cross section of the projectile and contributes strongly in 

particular to the absorptive part44 ) of the optical potential 

so that even the concept of DWBA becomes somewhat questionable. 

In Fig. 6 the influence of the imaginary strength is shown 

for the break-up of 6Li-->t + 3He (where the optical potentials 

for 3He and t are assumed to be identical, due to lack of better 

knowledge) • The analysis of the 3He and t spectra in terms of the 

DWBA break-up theory contains an additional uncertainty due 

to unsufficient knowledge of the normalization constant. Anticipa

ting that at forward emission angles the background in the 3He 

spectra from bombarding 208Pb is negligible, we fitted D
0 

(
6
Li = 3He + t) at e = 12° and 17° and used the obtained value 

(D0 =-325 MeV fm3/ 2 ) for the 40ca analysis. 
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Figs. 7-9 display the results for the break-up reactions 
40 induced by the Ca target and demonstrate the difficulties 

arising from the background and obscuring the comparison 

of theory and experiment. The theory predicts that the elastic 

break-up mode (where both fragments remain free) contributes 

only with a minor part. This feature has been experimentally 

demonstrated in previous studies 17 ). Small shifts between the 

maxima of the measured inclusive spectra and the predicted 

elastic part are significant and can be explained 2 ) by the 

difference in Q values for the elastic break-up and massive 

transfer (incomplete fusion) processes. 

5. THE BACKGROUND FROM PREEQUILIBRIUM EMISSION 

It has been shown26 ) that complex particle emission 

from p, d, 3He and a particle induced reactions can be described 

within the exciton model by assuming the coalescence of 

excited nucleons to clusters. The only additional parameter 

entering into the calculation is the coalescence radius p
0

• 

The model basically assumes that nucleons with relative momenta 

less than p condensate to a composite particle. Using the for-
o 

mulation of ref. 26 the cross sections are given by 

d
2
ox(E,e) 

dEdn = a
0 

~ Wx(p,h,E,e) ~n 
n=n 

0 
ßn=2 

with a the total reaction cross section and ~ the average o n 
n exciton life time. The angular distributions of the emission 

rates is determined by the angular distribution functions 

A(p,h,n h) which are the result of a recursion relation with p, 
the initial distribution function. More details of the procedures 

are found in ref. 26. When applying the model to the inclusive 

energy spectra and angular distributions of p,d,t,
3

He and 

a particles emitted after bombarding 40ca by 156 MeV 
6
Li ions 

the initial distribution function of the form 
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A(p
0

,h
0

, np h ) = ~- 1 cosee(~/2 - e) 
o' o 

prove to be unable to reproduce the angular dependence of 

the spectra. Machner et al. 45 ) suggested an alternative form 

A(p
0

,h
0

,np h ) = A exp (-ae) 
o' o 

introducing a further model parameter a in addition to the 

condensation probability yx which is related to the coalescence 

radius and the number of protons (~) and neutrons (v) in the 

complex particle 

For the high excitation energy we have to deal with it 

is expected to be necessary to take into account a chain of 

particles emitted one after the other during the preequilibrium 

phase. For a particle of type y following the emission of a particle 

type x the cross section has been calculated as 

d 2o (E ,e) xy Y 
dE dn y 

= 0 
0 

n=n 
0 

ßn=2 

J dE W (p,h,E )< 
X X X n 

m=m 
0 

ßm=2 

w (p-p ,h,E ,e) y X y 

with m = n-p and taking energy conservation into account. 
0 X 

For practical calculations we have restricted ourselves for 

the first particle x to be only protons and neutrons. The total 

cross section for a given exit channel is then obtained by 

summation over all corresponding emission chains. 

The parameters were adjusted by fitting the high energy 

tails of the measured spectra at eLab = 45° where the break-up 

components appear to be negligible. An optimum value a=7 rad- 1 

and values p compiled in Table 3 are found. 
0 

Table 3 Used values of the coalescence radius 

t a 

271. 248 354 
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The values p
0 

correspond to radii of the emitting volume 

roughly equal to the radii of the free clusters. It should 

be noted, however, that the parameters y and p
0

, respectively, 

which provide the absolute scale of the preequilibrium emis

sion spectra, are not very well determined by our procedure. 

Since even with including emission of a secend particle the 

shapes of the spectra are not very well reproduced over the 

full energy range,fitting of high energy tails of the spectra 

at eLab = 45° is somewhat arbitrarily, and the resulting y-va

lues depend on which part is expected to be relevant for the fit. 

Therefore uncertainties in the order of 30 % must be accepted. 

Fig. 10-12 display the results when combining the coalescence 

model calculations with the DWBA break-up theory. The angular 

behaviour of first and secend particle emission is different. 

The low energy evaporation parts are not shown as they do not 

extend to the region of beam-velocity particles. We reiterate 

that the not well determined values of y affect the absolute 

values of the spectra. In the case of triton emission, e.g., a 

somewhat reduced value of y would lead to better agreement. 

However, this would only varnish over the actual difficulties 

in understanding the continuum spectra. In addition to the uncer

tainties in the model parameters the discrepancies (obvious in 

Figs. 10-12) indicate that the coalescence model may account only 

for a fraction of the non-break-up contributions. Inelastic break-up 

processes may manifest themselves not only by the spectator 

particles but also in lower energy regions of the spectra via 

"higher order" processes like inelastic scattering of fragment 

particles, knock-out reactions 46 ) etc. 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The interest in understanding the continuum spectra of 

charged particles emitted in 6Li induced nuclear reactions has 

prompted to measure the inclusive cross sections and angular 

distributions of charged ejectiles in the case of bombarding 
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40
ca by 156 MeV 6Li ions. Our studies were mainly focussed 

to the contribution of the projectile break-up signalled 

by broad distributions around the beam velocity 

energies in the spectra, dominating for the forward direction 

and rapidly decreasing with the emission angles. The general 

problern in analyzing the break-up part on the basis of the DWBA 

break-up theory arises from an unsufficiently understood 

background from different processes. The problern of interferences 

with other processes is particularily obvious in the case of 

triton emission where even the gross structure of the spectra 

cannot be fully explained. Tentatively, the exciton-coalescence 

model has been invoked in order to estimate the background 

from preequilibrium emission, but with modest success, partly 

due to unsufficient knowledge of internal model parameters 

which determine the absolute scale and the angular behaviour 

of the preequilibrium emission cross sections. The background 

problern is reduced for the a-particle spectra where a more 

stringent test of the DWBA break-up theory seemed to be feasible. 

An important result of the comparison of theoretical 

predictions with experimental results is the failure in 

predicting the angular dependence of the cross sections correctly. 

This is most likely due to' the simplification introduced 

by the zero range approximation implying a constraint for 

the internal momentum distribution of the fragment particles. 

Finite range calculations appear to be necessary to study 

such effects more in detail which would represent an interesting 

manifestation of the internal wave function of the projectile. 
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